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Join Buzby and all the garden friends as they teach Scripture through this new CD series that will

provide kids with a fun learning experience. Hosted by the Hermie characters, each CD is

comprised of 10-15 Scripture songs (in stereo) sung by kids and taken directly from Scriptures using

ICB, KJV, NKJV, NAS and NCV. Also features a "missing word" version of each song. As the song

repeats, key words are missing from the vocal in order to help reinforce Scripture memory. For

parents who are looking for a tool to help kids learn God's Word, these Scripture Memory Songs will

help kids of all ages learn with ease and fun as only Hermie & FriendsTM can!
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More than 120 million readers have found comfort in the writings ofÃ‚Â Max Lucado. He ministers

atÃ‚Â the Oak Hills Church in San Antonio, Texas, where he lives with his wife, Denalyn, and a

sweet but misbehaving mutt, Andy.

The scriptures put to song on this cd will definitely stick in your head (and your kid's head!), which is

the point, right? And that's a good thing! It's nothing fancy, but it does the trick! My 4 and almost 2

year-old like it and sing to it!

Fantastic CD for children and adults alike. A wonderful tool to use to help hide God's word in little



and big hearts!

The songs are very good and easy to remember, but they were not in the order according to the

playlist which made it very difficult to find in a lesson with the kids. Good product, poor quality

control.

I bought this for my daughter for Christmas and was not disappointed when we finally listened to it. I

love the fact that she is memorizing verses (me, too!) and my husband even likes it. He says it's the

only kids music he likes having on because it isn't annoying like many. They aren't rocking tunes,

but they are catchy and pleasurable for low-key children's music. Very good quality production.

Good

This Hermie series is highly recommended for preschoolers and early elementary. Very upbeat,

happy, and perky... to the point of being slightly grating to my adult ears... but just the ticket to keep

the little one happy during a long car ride. For older children and adults, try "Seeds Family Worship"

albums, which is generally upbeat with occasional slower songs. For a calmer, more reflective

music style try "Hidden in My Heart" Scripture Lullabies (good for all ages from 0-100).

All of the Max Lucado Scripture tapes are great. They are actual scriptures set to music -- not just

songs about scriptures. Believe it or not, I use them with my fourth graders to memorize scriptures.

They are not at all bothered by Hermie or Wormie or others who talk at the beginning of each song.

In fact, they get a kick out of it. So even though these are most likely designed for younger students,

they work great with students a little older. My students memorize a scripture every day, and these

songs have been very instrumental in helping them. They love the songs and sing them by

themselves frequently!
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